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SMALL GROUP
ADVENTURES

If the idea of a "group tour" makes you shudder, you've clearly never
been on an Intrepid trip. Forget packed out coaches with 40+ tourists all
jostling to get the best photo, the first room key and the best table at the
restaurant. Intrepid does things differently. Group sizes are capped at
around 15, giving you a whole suite of benefits – more opportunities to
for one-on-one talks with your guide, less waiting around for other group
members, better access to restricted sights and landmarks, more
flexibility and a far more intimate travel experience. 

 You can also travel easy, knowing that Intrepid employs local guides who
know their city better than anyone else, as well as including locally-run
restaurants, shops and activity providers in the itinerary. You'll feel less
like a tourist & more like an explorer.

I've picked out five of my favourite Intrepid itineraries in the hopes that
they'll inspire you to choose a responsible tour operator like Intrepid next
time you head overseas.

-Yvonne Campbell 



IRAN ADVENTURE
Conservative and unconventional , deeply
religious and deeply surprising , Iran
doesn ’t fit into any easy pigeonhole . 

On this two week itinerary , you 'll follow
the ancient Silk Road through this under-
touristed country to discover refined
Islamic cities , colourful bazaars , ancient
ruins , fascinating nomadic cultures and
shimmering deserts . 

Whether you 're relaxing in a teahouse in
Tehran , enjoying guided tours of ancient
cultural sites , or breaking bread with
locals on the harsh Iranian plateau , the
warmth and hospitality of the Iranian
people is endearing , and the profound
beauty of their land is mesmerising .

HIGHLIGHTS

Explore the rich history told in the

ancient ruins that lie across the

country .

Experience the wondrous remains of

the ancient capital of Persepolis .

Immerse yourself in rural nomadic life

with a remote homestay with the

Qashqai people in Fars Province ,

enjoying meals , stories and songs .

Enjoy an overnight stay in a classic

16th-century caravanserai , located in

the vast salt desert of Zein-o-din .

GOOD TO KNOW

Alcohol is strictly forbidden in Iran and

severe penalties will be incurred by anyone

attempting to bring it into the country .

Women must wear a headscarf and must

also have their arms and legs covered . Men

must also be conservatively dressed with

arms and legs covered .

Getting a visa for Iran can be a time-

consuming process . It may take over a

month to get it sorted so plan ahead .

14 DAYS



ABSOLUTE GALAPAGOS

Discover the endemic wildlife , bizarrely
beautiful landscapes and underwater
treasures of the Galapagos Islands on this
immersive 17-day cruise . 

Explore both the traveller ’s favourites and
quiter parts of the archipelago , all with a
passionate local naturalist on hand to
guide you over pahoehoe lava and
through marine iguana colonies . 

Snorkel in clear waters off the coast of
Isla Espanola , paddle through a green
turtle breeding grove on Isla Floreana ,
look out for mottled Galapagos hawks on
Isla Fernandina , and wander between sea
lions lounging on beaches with red , black
and white sand .

HIGHLIGHTS

Spend your days hiking , snorkelling , 

 diving and relaxing on this slow-

paced adventure cruise .

Spend time getting to know the local

wildlife . You 'll fall in love with the

goofy and playful sea lions in no time .

Snap plenty of photos of the gorgeous

pink flamingos , red-throated frigates

and blue-footed boobies .

Travelling on a small ship means you

can access all the secret coves that 

 the big ships can 't get to .

GOOD TO KNOW

The activities on this itinerary require a

moderate level of fitness .

The compact size of the ship means that the

steps between the decks are steep and the

sleeping quarters are cosy . You will also

need to be comfortable climbing in and out

a Zodiac boat during wet and dry landings .

The waters of the Galapagos are generally

calm and serene . However , there is always

the possibility of choppy water at sea . 

17 DAYS



NAMIBIA DISCOVERY

From Cape Town to Windhoek , explore
the coastline , sand dunes , and wildlife-
filled savanna grasslands of unforgettable
Namibia .

Crossing the border from South Africa ,
encounter Namibia 's treacherously
beautiful coastline , its soaring sand
dunes , incredible moonscapes and
savanna grasslands teeming with wildlife . 

See the best of this spectacular region by
canoeing down rivers , scaling sand
dunes , walking through the desert ,
savouring local dishes and relaxing in
quaint towns and cities . 

HIGHLIGHTS

Paddle down South Africa 's longest

stream , the picturesque Orange River

in a canoe .

Climb the eerie sand dunes and

explore the vast wasteland of

Sossusvlei

Escape to the seaside in Swakopmund

amid the dramatic breakers of the

Atlantic Ocean

Enjoy a full day of game drives in the

renowned Etosha National Park , one

of the best places in the world for

wildlife-spotting .

GOOD TO KNOW

his is an overland trip , meaning you 'll be

travelling in a purpose-built vehicle , visiting

remote communities and occasionally

roughing it in the bush with no facilities . 

The drive days can be long , but it ’s as much

about the journey as the destination .

Namibia 's summer (Nov-Mar) can be very hot

and humid with maximum temperatures

around 30-35°C and peaks of over 40°C in the

desert .

17 DAYS



PATAGONIA WILDERNESS

Travel from the streets of Buenos Aires to
the remote wilderness of Argentina and
Chile on this 15-day trekking tour . 

Hike to the clear waters of Laguna de Los
Tres and see a glacial lake surrounded by
jagged peaks when you explore Laguna
Torre . Spend a few days deep in the wilds
of Torres del Paine National Park , hiking
past glaciers and watching rhea birds and
pink flamingos preen in front of a
backdrop of stunning mountains . 

Finish up with a cruise through the Beagle
Channel and a night in Buenos Aires , the
perfect end to an active adventure
through the wilderness of South America .

HIGHLIGHTS

Witness the Perito Moreno Glacier and

listen to the thundering ice cracking

on this 30-km-long ice beast .

Spend three days camped among the

peaks of Chilean Patagonia – the

perfect opportunity for a true digital

detox .

Trek past the most beautiful waterfalls

and glaciers of Torres del Paine

National Park with your guide , and

spot wildlife like guanacos and rhea

birds along the way .

GOOD TO KNOW

The trip includes three particularly long

travel days (Days 4 , 6 and 11). 

Be prepared for all elements – rain , wind and

extreme cold . There are multiple treks

involved , and they can be quite challenging . 

The three-day camping adventure in Torre

del Paine National Park is one of the

highlights but facilities will be more basic on

this part of the tour than others .

17 DAYS



INDIA'S GOLDEN TRIANGLE

Trace India ’s famous Golden Triangle on
this rollicking 8-day tour of Delhi , Agra ,
and Jaipur . 

Explore the icons and discover local
spots in the perfect introduction to the
diverse north of this fascinating country . 

Begin in throbbing Delhi and explore the
city by rickshaw and metro . Travel to
romantic Jaipur to wonder at the pink-
hued architecture and the 18th-century
observatory . 

Get a little respite from the bustle with a
rural heritage stay , then head to Agra
and encounter the iconic Taj Mahal plus
the city ’s incredible fort .

HIGHLIGHTS

Experience the character of Old Delhi

on a rickshaw and walking tour

See the Taj Mahal up close and wonder

at the intricate optical illusions that

decorate the marble on this

sumptuous masterpiece of Indian

architecture .

Tour the spectacular hillside Amber

Fort and wonder at the Sheesh Mahal

(Hall of Mirrors), where the walls are

covered in a mosaic of reflective and

coloured glass .

GOOD TO KNOW

This is a fast-paced itinerary that packs a lot

into 8 days . Be prepared for full days . 

India can get extremely hot in the summer .

Be sure to keep water on you and to bring a

hat , sunscreen , and a long-sleeved shirt . 

The group will visit a number of temples on

this trip and to enter them you must have

clothes that cover to wrists and below the

knee . You guide will let you know which

days these items are required . 

8 DAYS
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